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What is Artificial Intelligence



AI : Artificial Intelligence

• Make a computer to do things using intelligence 

• image recognition / face detection / face recognition 

• self driving car / robotics  

• machine translation / text summarization 

• question - answering system / expert system 

• natural language processing / speech recognition / speech 

synthesis



APPROACH : NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

4SLIDE #

human use languages to communicate

how to make computer understand languages

create rules based on human 
knowledge 

Implement that knowledge in 
computer system

use neural network to learn 
from data 

Deep learning + Big Data

: Linguistics

: NLP



https://mriquestions.com/what-is-a-neural-network.html



https://mriquestions.com/what-is-a-neural-network.html



COMPUTER AND LANGUAGE
Level of Intelligence

7

ANI : ARTIFICIAL NARROW INTELLIGENCE

SLIDE #

AGI : ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE

ASI : ARTIFICIAL SUPER INTELLIGENCE



How does AI learn a language



Machine learning

• learn from data 

• Types of learning : supervised or unsupervised 

• plain text or text with annotation 

• Model for learning :  

• statistical e.g. logistic regression model, CRF, naive bases, etc. 

• ANN : recurrent neural network, long short-term memory (LSTM) 

network, transformers,  



https://machinelearningmastery.com/what-are-large-language-models/



Speech and Language Processing. https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAQhCf_5sS4


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xw0e4vUqem0


language as a system of signs
/word association



"Language is a system of interdependent terms in which the value of each 
term results solely from the simultaneous presence of the others" (Saussure, 
1959, p. 114). 

The Distributional Hypothesis is that words that occur in the same contexts 
tend to have similar meanings (Harris, 1954). 

The underlying idea that "a word is characterized by the company it keeps" 
was popularized by Firth (1957), and it is implicit in Weaver's (1955) 
discussion of word sense disambiguation (originally written as a 
memorandum, in 1949). 

The Distributional Hypothesis is the basis for Statistical Semantics.



Polysystems of languages



Chomsky view on ChatGPT

Roughly speaking, they take huge amounts of data, search for 
patterns in it and become increasingly proficient at 
generating statistically probable outputs — such as seemingly 
humanlike language and thought….  

The human mind is not, like ChatGPT and its ilk, a lumbering 
statistical engine for pattern matching, gorging on hundreds 
of terabytes of data and extrapolating the most likely 
conversational response or most probable answer to a 
scientific question. On the contrary, the human mind is a 
surprisingly efficient and even elegant system that operates 
with small amounts of information; it seeks not to infer brute 
correlations among data points but to create explanations.



Artificial Intelligence   :   not Human Intelligence
  not True Intelligence?

Machine Intelligence
Digital Intelligence
Alien Intelligence



https://lifearchitect.ai/chatgpt/

ChatGPT Plus
[GPT-4]
Mar/2023



ChatGPT : what they can do



write an essay





write a poem







write with different styles



see Ex.



limitation of ChatGPT (GPT-3.5)

Cannot access internet. Can’t access the latest information 

after January 2022.
01

02

03

 "hallucinates" information that it has not been explicitly 

trained on, lack of real-world understanding

Not good at solving complex mathematics.

04Lack of common sense / logical thinking. 



Improvement of GPT-4









GPT-4 is bigger, smarter, up-to-date (Feb 1, 2023) 

Use plugins, access internet, do advanced data analysis, create custom GPT



has a common sense

x is in y, y is in z, z is on q that is moving
=> x is moved with q



plugin : read pdf,  search internet



plugin : summarize video



ADA : upload & analyze data



link

https://chat.openai.com/share/50742d1e-aafe-42e3-8594-c1cff745fa26




image input



create image using DALLE-3



Can listen and talk

Choose a voice



ChatGPT  

as research tool



Ex. article written by ChatGPT
The New Horizon in Higher Education, Volume x, Issue x 

 

AI and the Future of Higher Education 

Wirote Aroonmanakun a 

a Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand, wirote.a@chula.ac.th 
 
 

Abstract 
The integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in higher education has the potential to bring many 
benefits, such as personalization, automation of certain tasks, and improvement of student 
outcomes. However, the implementation of AI in higher education also poses a number of 
limitations and challenges, such as lack of transparency, bias, job displacement, lack of creativity, 
privacy and security, and lack of human interaction. Additionally, it is important to consider the 
ethical considerations and implications of AI integration in higher education. This paper explores 
the current state of AI integration in higher education, the potential benefits, limitations and 
challenges of AI integration in higher education, and the ethical considerations that must be taken 
into account when implementing AI systems in higher education. The paper also highlights the 
importance of responsible and ethical implementation of AI in higher education, ongoing 
evaluation and monitoring of the impact of AI on student outcomes and experiences, and the 
potential long-term implications of AI integration in higher education. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Higher Education, ChatGPT  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The future of higher education is a topic of great concern, as the cost of tuition continues to rise, 
and the traditional model of education is being challenged by new technologies and the changing 
needs of students and employers. One of the most significant areas of change is the integration of 
artificial intelligence (AI) into the classroom, which has the potential to revolutionize the way we 
teach and learn. However, as with any new technology, there are also concerns about the potential 
negative impacts of AI on higher education, including job displacement and a widening of the 
skills gap. This paper aims to explore the current state of higher education and the ways in which 
AI is being integrated into the classroom, as well as the potential benefits and challenges of this 
integration. 
 

THE CURRENT STATE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Higher education is facing a number of challenges in today's rapidly changing world. One of the 
most pressing issues is the rising cost of tuition, which has made it increasingly difficult for 
students from low-income families to access and afford higher education. According to the College 
Board, the average cost of tuition for a four-year degree at a public institution has more than 
doubled over the past 20 years, and the cost of a degree at a private institution has risen even more. 
This has led to a growing student loan crisis, with many students graduating with significant debt 
that can impact their ability to start a career or purchase a home. (College Board, "Trends in 





https://so09.tci-thaijo.org/index.php/NHHE/issue/view/180 

https://so09.tci-thaijo.org/index.php/NHHE/issue/view/180


Finding a research topic?



got topics in general



ask AI to read & summarize given papers, then suggest further research.



Search and summarize?



use plugin to search for research papers.



could read pdf, summary is OK



summarize only some parts



made-up a review, not that article



Caution

Although ChatGPT has the capability to utilize 
plugins or advanced data analysis tools for 
reading content in PDF files, its responses can be 
generated based on either its pre-existing 
knowledge or the content within the paper. It is 
essential for users to independently read and 
verify the paper to ensure the accuracy of the 
summarized information.



Article 1

Article 2

Article 3

Article 4

Article n

Summary 1

Summary 2 

Summary 3

Summary 4

Summary n

Review literature

- write a lierature review based on xx 
papers summarized above, use APA 
style when citing

- write the review above not by listing 
what each paper did, but write it 
based on issues or topics then make 
reference to the paper.

rewrite this using my writing style







can rewrite in our style



Custom GPT : Create a subject expert 







Is this information correct?





Is this information correct?





Is this information correct?







Brainstorm to find interesting ideas



Set a problem, asked AI agents to discuss



Create a questionnaire



ask to list activities for language exposure



modify the result as a table



redo a table as multiple columns



help designing the survey



https://chat.openai.com/share/67cd2548-5d79-4359-ae43-8a2861d2a1b4 

https://chat.openai.com/share/67cd2548-5d79-4359-ae43-8a2861d2a1b4


Write a program to calculate statistics



program to measure subject agreement



Help analyzing semantic prosody



ask if they know what is semantic prosody



ask them to analyze one sample



ask them to help analyze other data



Is the analysis reliable?



analyzed semantic prosody on the same data twice

grin end up

ChatGPT same analysis 57.5% 61.5%

switch polar 7% 9%

ChatGPT+ same analysis 70.5% 80%

switch polar 8% 0.5%

grin end up

Human same 
analysis 77% 79%

switch polar 4.5% 3%



Help analyzing conceptual metaphor



check whether they know conceptual metaphor



ask to analyze the given data



slings are 

ask to conclude the final metaphor

“Feelings are a River”



ask to draw mapping of the metaphor





Do critical discourse analysis



make sure GPT-4 knows CDA



ask to analyze the given article





Analyse data table



https://chat.openai.com/share/42897bf2-2ec5-4599-ad82-260058251567 

https://chat.openai.com/share/42897bf2-2ec5-4599-ad82-260058251567




https://awirote.medium.com/การทำ-topic-modeling-d1ac4d2c3287 

https://awirote.medium.com/การทำ-multidimensional-analysis-3ab9343c2a1b 

https://awirote.medium.com/%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B3-topic-modeling-d1ac4d2c3287
https://awirote.medium.com/%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B3-multidimensional-analysis-3ab9343c2a1b


Create a presentation



ask ChatGPT to write slide contents



upload .pptx file to be filled with contents



fill slide contents + scripts in notes



use plugin to create slides





Create a video presentation



create a video presentation from a paper



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Butxop42FEE


AI can clone your voice too

trained with 2 minutes my speech sound



Act as a reviewer for a research paper



Submit review criteria & papers to be reviewed



Let them learn from a previous review



A new review more fit to previous review style



Use ChatGPT for writing



Make grammatical corrections



ask ChatGPT to make correction on our texts



Rewrite from Thai to English



wrote in Thai, then asked ChatGPT to rewrite in English



write to cover all the given topics



list all the points, ask ChatGPT to write



write with your own style?









Here’s a sample paragraph: 

“In the realm of language learning and teaching, the utilization of digital tools has been 

observed to significantly enhance the learning experience. One such tool is the ‘corpus’, 

a large and structured set of texts. These corpora, whether corpus-driven or corpus-

based, have illuminated the importance of lexical and phraseological units in language 

teaching. For instance, the application of a concordance software, such as AntConc, 

allows learners to explore authentic language data, thereby encouraging a form of 

discovery learning. This approach, known as data-driven learning, prompts students to 

act as researchers, delving into the language they are learning. It is, essentially, a shift 

towards inductive learning. However, the effectiveness of this approach hinges on the 

students’ ability to interpret concordance output, a skill that requires training and 

experience. The question of whether this is feasible for all students remains a topic of 

ongoing discussion in the field of language education.” 



custom GPT : wirote.bot



custom GPT : wirote.bot



custom GPT : wirote.bot



Detection texts written by ChatGPT











How to avoid being detected?



wrote by oneself, asked ChatGPT just to make correction, May 2023



wrote in Thai and asked to be re-written in English, May 2023



asked ChatGPT to write as a non-native, May 2023



asked ChatGPT to write with article errors (a,an,the), May 2023



asked ChatGPT to write with preposition errors, May 2023



asked ChatGPT to write according to given topics, May 2023



asked ChatGPT to write according to given topics, in my style, May 2023



Test the same writings on OpenAI detector, May 2023

• wrote by oneself, asked ChatGPT just to make correction      => "Possibly AI-generated"  

• wrote in Thai and asked to be re-written in English                => "Possibly AI-generated"  

• asked ChatGPT to write as a non-native                              => "Likely AI-generated"  

• asked ChatGPT to write with article errors (a,an,the)              => "Possibly AI-generated"  

• asked ChatGPT to write with preposition errors                     => "Unclear if it is AI-generated” 

• asked ChatGPT to write according to given points                 => "Unclear if it is AI-generated” 

• asked ChatGPT to write according to given points in my style => "Unclear if it is AI-generated” 

"very unlikely” | “unlikely" | "unclear if it is” | “possibly" | "likely” AI-generated 



GPT4 “make correction on this only, do not alter the original text”  

on my abstract - GPTZero. Dec 26, 2003



Wirote bot “make correction on this only, do not alter the original text”  

on my abstract - GPTZero. Dec 26, 2003



Abstract in my paper in 2000. - GPTZero Dec 26, 2003



Risus Dapibus Malesuada

There are many AI writers out there01

Quam Ipsum

02Each tool works well for texts generated by certain models

Risus Dapibus Malesuada

03 AI writer will be constantly updated and growing







Findings suggest that despite employing multiple rationales 
to judge texts, reviewers were largely unsuccessful in 
identifying AI versus human writing, with an overall positive 
identification rate of only 38.9%.







The role of AI : research ethics

research tool/assist. co-researcher principle researchercopy editor

statistic calculation
summarize articles

analyze data
brainstorm ideas

we design the research 
AI write the paper

AI analyze data
AI assist in any tasks

AI design the research
AI write the paper

AI analyze data
AI interpret and conclude
we combine all the pieces

correct any errors 

ask to rewrite?



ควรใช ChatGPT อยางไรในการวิจัย

• ชวยเขาใจเนื้อหา :  
เพื่อทำความเขาใจเรื่องที่สนใจ  แลวไปตอยอดอานเองตอ 

• ชวยอานงาน :  
เพื่อเขาใจวาบทความนั้นเนื้อหานาสนใจ เกี่ยวของมากนอย?  แลวไปอาน
บทความนั้นตอทำความเขาใจเอง 

• ชวยรวบรวมความคิิด :  
นำประเด็นที่มองไดหลายแบบ  ใหสราง agent หลายคนถกเถียงกัน  อาน
และสรุปเลือกแนวความคิดที่ใช  

• ชวยออกแบบเครื่องมือวิจัย :  
ถามสถิติที่เหมาะกับขอมูลในงาน  ถามขอมูลที่ควรใชในแบบสอบถาม



ควรใช ChatGPT อยางไรในการวิจัย

• ชวยเปนเครื่องมือวิจัย : 
ใหเขียนโปรแกรมคำนวณสถิติ   
โปรแกรมวิเคราะหในงาน เชน topic modeling   
การสรางโมเดลทำนายผล 

• ชวยแกไขงาน :  
เขียนงานหรือบทความเองในรางแรก  ให ChatGPT ตรวจภาษาใหถูก
ไวยากรณ อานงาย 

• ชวยวิจารณงาน :  
ใหอานบทความที่เขียน  วิจารณจุดออน สิ่งที่ควรปรับแกไข  นำมาพิจารณา
ปรับแก



https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies-and-standards/the-use-of-generative-ai-
and-ai-assisted-technologies-in-writing-for-elsevier  

https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies-and-standards/the-use-of-generative-ai-and-ai-assisted-technologies-in-writing-for-elsevier
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies-and-standards/the-use-of-generative-ai-and-ai-assisted-technologies-in-writing-for-elsevier


Where authors use AI and AI-assisted technologies in the writing 
process, these technologies should only be used to improve 
readability and language of the work and not to replace key authoring 
tasks such as producing scientific, pedagogic, or medical insights, 
drawing scientific conclusions, or providing clinical recommendations.

Authors should disclose in their manuscript the use of AI and AI-assisted 
technologies and a statement will appear in the published work.

Authors should not list AI and AI-assisted technologies as an author or 
co-author, nor cite AI as an author.



https://2023.aclweb.org/blog/ACL-2023-policy/ 

https://2023.aclweb.org/blog/ACL-2023-policy/










https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/qanda/data/faq/topics/Documentation/faq0422.html

Chicago Manual of Style





https://style.mla.org/citing-generative-ai/ 

https://style.mla.org/citing-generative-ai/






https://apastyle.apa.org/blog/how-to-cite-chatgpt 

APA style

https://apastyle.apa.org/blog/how-to-cite-chatgpt




Other Generative AI







https://copilot.microsoft.com/

https://copilot.microsoft.com/


https://youtu.be/sPiOP_CB54A?si=daXkDnPH24vQJhFi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPiOP_CB54A
https://youtu.be/sPiOP_CB54A?si=daXkDnPH24vQJhFi


https://www.litmaps.com/ 

https://www.litmaps.com/


Find related papers based on citations



Discover top related papers (on outer ring)



Find more semantic similar papers



https://scite.ai/assistant 

https://scite.ai/assistant


Answers any question with references cited

subscription required. 417 baths/month



https://scispace.com/ 

https://scispace.com/


Find papers relevant to question asked, help reading papers



https://elicit.com/ 

https://elicit.com/


Find papers relevant to question asked, help reading papers





https://www.semanticscholar.org/ 

https://www.semanticscholar.org/




Thai language skill : Chat GPT - Claude - Bard



Slide # 188

https://awirote.medium.com/chatgpt-claude-bard-ใครรูภ้าษาไทยมากกว่า-4b1b470c7945 

https://awirote.medium.com/chatgpt-claude-bard-%E0%B9%83%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B9%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A9%E0%B8%B2%E0%B9%84%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%A2%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%A7%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B2-4b1b470c7945


Impact of AI on higher education 



https://theconversation.com/should-ai-be-permitted-in-college-classrooms-4-
scholars-weigh-in-212176 

https://theconversation.com/should-ai-be-permitted-in-college-classrooms-4-scholars-weigh-in-212176
https://theconversation.com/should-ai-be-permitted-in-college-classrooms-4-scholars-weigh-in-212176


Students could get fine grades if they used ChatGPT to “write” their papers. … Artificial 
intelligence is a tool that defeats a purpose of a college education – to learn how to think, and 
write, for oneself.

The proliferation of free AI means students won’t have to think much while writing – just 
engage in a high level of copy and paste. We used to call that plagiarism. With AI-assisted 
plagiarism, this brings in the potential for a new era of academic misconduct.

students must recognize that the jobs they imagine will exist for them could be eliminated 
because of these new technologies. So the pressure is on students to understand not only 

how to use these tools but also how to be better than the tools.

students learn that using generative AI on a self-reflection assignment may not help, but using 
AI to analyze a case study is potentially a great way to find insights they may have overlooked.



Students could get fine grades if they used ChatGPT to “write” their papers. … Artificial 
intelligence is a tool that defeats a purpose of a college education – to learn how to think, and 
write, for oneself.

The proliferation of free AI means students won’t have to think much while writing – just 
engage in a high level of copy and paste. We used to call that plagiarism. With AI-assisted 
plagiarism, this brings in the potential for a new era of academic misconduct.

students must recognize that the jobs they imagine will exist for them could be eliminated 
because of these new technologies. So the pressure is on students to understand not only 

how to use these tools but also how to be better than the tools.

students learn that using generative AI on a self-reflection assignment may not help, but using 
AI to analyze a case study is potentially a great way to find insights they may have overlooked.



https://youtu.be/yEgHrxvLsz0 

https://youtu.be/yEgHrxvLsz0


see Ex



https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education 

https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education


AI : DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Slide # 196

• Change what? curriculum? teaching and learning process? 
assessment methods? teachers? 

• Understanding and comprehending AI allows for the 
utilization of AI to facilitate learning (learning with and 
about AI).  

• The challenge lies in the rapid evolution of AI. 

• Traditional assessment methods might not work now. 
Evaluating to understand how teaching methods should 
be adjusted (formative assessment) 

• Humans still play a crucial role (human in the loop).



IN THE NEAR FUTURE
Slide # 197

• AI is used to assist in creating various creative works, including programming, 
writing, and art.  

• The necessary skill is the ability to read and evaluate output from AI.  

• AI disruption: It occurs in other fields and affects the job market.  

• AI policy plan (https://pub.nstda.or.th/gov-dx/national-artificial-intelligence-
action-plan-for-thailand-development-2022-2027/): The National Artificial 
Intelligence Action Plan for Thailand Development (2022-2027).  

• What are the plans/policies for Thai educational reform in the AI era?

https://pub.nstda.or.th/gov-dx/national-artificial-intelligence-action-plan-for-thailand-development-2022-2027/
https://pub.nstda.or.th/gov-dx/national-artificial-intelligence-action-plan-for-thailand-development-2022-2027/
https://pub.nstda.or.th/gov-dx/national-artificial-intelligence-action-plan-for-thailand-development-2022-2027/


Slide # 198

https://www2.ed.gov/documents/
ai-report/ai-report.pdf 

 This report addresses the clear need for sharing 
knowledge and developing policies for “Artificial 
Intelligence,” a rapidly advancing class of 
foundational capabilities which are increasingly 
embedded in all types of educational technology 
systems and are also available to the public. .… 
Recommendations in this report seek to engage 
teachers, educational leaders, policy makers, 
researchers, and educational technology innovators 
and providers as they work together on pressing 
policy issues that arise as Artificial Intelligence (AI) is 
used in education.

https://www2.ed.gov/documents/ai-report/ai-report.pdf
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/ai-report/ai-report.pdf


Slide # 199

https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-
content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-
Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-
education-Quick-Start-
guide_EN_FINAL.pdf 

The Quick Start Guide provides an overview of 
how ChatGPT works and explains how it can be 
used in higher education. The Quick Start Guide 
raises some of the main challenges and ethical 
implications of AI in higher education and offers 
practical steps that higher education 
institutions can take.

https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf
https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf
https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf
https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf
https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf






Impact of AI on Society 



https://twitter.com/rogerhamilton/status/1646557324188712966?s=20 

https://twitter.com/rogerhamilton/status/1646557324188712966?s=20


https://x.com/josh_bickett/status/1729163560713060546?s=20 

Self-Operating Computer

https://x.com/josh_bickett/status/1729163560713060546?s=20










https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBMF3_ABLTg




https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2023/11/30/FandD-the-AI-awakening 

https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2023/11/30/FandD-the-AI-awakening


Human development
Task completion

Human-centric / Human in the loop

AI as an assistant / a companion

AI is a Disruptive Technology


